TEMATICA EXAMENULUI DE DIFERENTE PENTRU LIMBA ENGLEZA
CLASA a X-a UMAN SI REAL(L1 stantard
TOPICS

VOCABULARY
Dwellings and appliances; household chores;
colours and rooms; home safety

DWELLINGS
LIFE EVENTS
TRAVEL; HOLIDAYS;
FESTIVALS
ENVIRONMENT;
ENERGY
HEALTH; DAILY
ROUTINES
TECHNOLOGY;
CRIME
SHOPPING;
ADVERTISING
FOOD; HEALTHY
EATING; EATING
HABITS
SPORTS AND
ENTERTAINMENT
THE MEDIA;
DISASTERS

Facial features; feelings; stages in life; family
relationships; work
Weather; types of holidays and holiday
equipment; holiday resorts; holiday troubles;
traveller’s tips; festivals
Planet Earth; environmental problems;
conservation; energy crisis; preservation of
animals and plants
Health problems; daily routines; stress and
relaxation; describing feelings; character
adjectives
Technology at home; electrical appliances; types
of offence; description of objects
Shops and department stores; clothes; products;
credit cards; shopping complaints; online
shopping
Types of food; recipes; kitchen utensils; ways of
cooking; places to eat; diners’ complaints
Types of sports; qualities; places and
equipment; free-time activities; types of
entertainment; the Paralympics
The news; natural/ man-made disasters;
newspapers; TV guide; cinema; types of films

GRAMMAR

Present Tenses; adverbs of frequency;
state verbs; phrasal verbs BREAK,

L1 intensiv)
WRITING
ADVERTISEMENT/ EMAIL

BRING

INFORMAL LETTER
DESCRIBING A HOUSE

Past Tenses; Expressing past habit;
phrasal verbs CARRY, COME

DESCRIBING PEOPLE

Future Tenses; Conditional Types 0 and
1; the definite article; phrasal verbs

CUT, DO

Comparisons; too/ enough; gerund/
infinitive; phrasal verbs FALL, GET
Participles (Present and Past); modal
verbs; deductions; question tags;
phrasal verbs GIVE, GO
Order of adjectives; the passive;
relatives; relative clauses; phrasal verbs

HOLD, KEEP

NARRATIVE ESSAY
LETTER OF COMPLAINT
ESSAY SUGGESTING
SOLUTIONS TO
PROBLEMS
INFORMAL EMAIL
DESCRIBING A
PERSONAL PROBLEM
FOR & AGAINST ESSAY
NEWS REPORT

Causative form; reported speech;
phrasal verbs LET, LOOK

OPINION ESSAY

Quantifiers; countable/ uncountable
nouns; phrasal verbs MAKE, PUT

ARTICLE DESCRIBING
CLOTHES

Conditions types 2 and 3; wishes;
would rather; phrasal verbs RUN, SEE,

ARTICLE DESCRIBING A
VISIT TO A PLACE

SET

Phrasal verbs: STAND, TAKE, TURN

ASSESSMENT REPORT
LETTER TO THE EDITOR

SPEAKING

Compare types of houses;
describing a building
Expressing opinion on family
matters; describing people
Discuss weekend activities,
holiday experiences; speculating
Suggesting solutions to improve
the environment; offering
solutions to problems;
complaining
Discussing ways to relax; giving
advice; describing symptoms
Discussing pros and cons of using
computers; discussing effects of
modern technology on our lives
Discussing pros/ cons of
advertising; expressing opinions;
making complaints
Giving advice;
Narrating a family event
Talking about hobbies
Comparing types of films/ books
and films; expressing preference;
talking about disasters

TEMATICA EXAMENULUI DE DIFERENTE PENTRU LIMBA ENGLEZA
CLASA a XI-a UMAN SI REAL (L1 stantard
TOPICS

COMMUNICATION;
LANGUAGE;
GESTURES
FEELINGS;
EMOTIONS;
HAPPINESS
WORK/ JOB;
EARNING A
LIVING; MONEY
MATTERS
DWELLINGS;
HOUSEHOLD ITEMS
MODERN TRENDS;
LIFESTYLE
HOLLIDAYS;
TRAVELLING
HISTORY;
HISTORICAL
FIGURES
EDUCATION
ENVIRONMENTAL
ISSUES
HEALTH; EATING
HABITS; STAGES
IN LIFE

VOCABULARY
Means/ ways of communication; types of languages;
gestures and feelings; SAY/ TELL/ SPEAK/TALK; fixed
phrases and phrasal verbs related to communication
Moods and emotions; physical sensations; expressing
feelings; extreme adjectives, similes; phrasal verbs;
prepositions
Job skills and qualities; forms of money; confused
words; idioms/ phrasal verbs related to money;
prepositions
Types of houses; rooms/ areas of a house; appliances
and furniture; idioms and fixed phrases with” home”;
phrasal verbs; prepositions
Appearance and character; media; fame; idioms and
fixed phrases related to lifestyle; phrasal verbs;
prepositions
Getting around; holiday objects; signs; travel;
describing holiday experiences; phrasal verbs and fixed
phrases related to travel, idioms; prepositions
Peace and conflict; taking control; idioms/ fixed
phrases related to history; phrasal verbs; prepositions
Education systems; places in a school; types of school;
exams and qualifications; idioms/ fixed phrases related
to education; phrasal verbs; prepositions
Green issues; environmental problems; phrasal verbs/
Idioms & fixed phrases related to the environment;
prepositions
Healthy lifestyle; healthy eating; idioms related to
health; accidents and injuries; prepositions

GRAMMAR

L1 intensiv)
WRITING

Articles; determiners; too/
enough; partitives; countable/
uncountable nouns
Present Simple & Present
Countinuous; State verbs; USED
TO/ BE/ GET USED TO; forming
adjectives
Gerund? Infinitive; Reported
Speech; Forming negative
adjectives
Present Perfect/ Present Perfect
Continuous; adjective endings
Adjectives; adverbs; comparisons;
adjective suffixes
Modal verbs; derivatives
Past forms; Past modals; verb
suffixes
The passive; the causative; ing/ ed
endings
Future forms; conditionals; wishes;
prefixes
Defining/ non-defining relative
clauses; clauses of concession/
result/ purpose; question tags

SPEAKING

Expressing preference; comparing
and contrasting; making
suggestions; making assumptions
LETTERS/ EMAILS
(FORMAL/ SEMI-FORMAL/
INFORMAL)
LETTERS REQUESTING
INFORMATION; LETTER
OF COMPLAINT
REPORTS; LETTER OF
APPLICATION
MAKING SUGGESTIONS
IN ARTICLES AND
LETTERS
NARRATIVES
STATING OPINIONS IN
LETTERS/ EMAILS/
ARTICLES/ ESSAYS
REVIEWS

Expressing feelings;
Expressing opinions; agreeing/
disagreeing; giving explanations;
giving advice
Expressing wishes; making
suggestions/ recommendations;
expressing the result of
suggestions
Expressing likes and dislikes;
justifying
Expressing uncertainty; narrating
personal experiences
Expressing and justifying
opinions; giving opposing views
Expressing concern; talking about
feelings; expressing frustration
Giving advice

